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SHARED LINE
This is the design of a table, a stage, a public space, a cafe, a sculupture, a 
landscape as well as the Aalto University. 

The height (900 mm) and width (1 100 mm) are human scale for users to 
feel comfortable, but at the same time, the length and simplicity of the 
table make it an element strong enough to cope with the open landscape 
of the site, providing a strong direction towards the main building.

The final goal is to design a place of gathering, as well as exhibition, 
invention, creation, innovation, collaboration; where science, art, 
technology and the economy come togheter. 

Department of Fashion is helding a fashion show collaborating a fabric company. It also provides an opportunity for technical students to see trends of seasons, which may give an inspiration for thier researches.
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meeting place
pop up place

interactive touchscreen
info, maps
exhibitions

short movies

copper concrete &
white concrete

A proposal to “Concrete garden” competition, 2. stage

Symposium concrete garden creates a new felicitous layer to Otaniemi shop-
ping mall area. The aim of the plan is to create a new place to be, experience, 
hang out, stop, learn, hold an exhibition and interact in Aalto University cam-
pus area. The place is situated in the crossroads of routes, where people are 
moving daily between university, shops, restaurants, bus stops and residen-
tal area. 

The concrete garden design consists of three white concrete elements and 
copper concrete slabs. The location, colours and shapes of these elements 
are connecting  them to the environment, and respecting the architecture 
and open views of the site. In addition to this, the concrete garden forms a 
certain, recognizable  place with special sculptural elements. 

Two white concrete benches form the meeting place, where people can 
catch their breath and enjoy the views of Alvarinaukio. In winter, the bench-
es are heated.

The higher white concrete element includes a touchscreen, which enables 
interactive experience on the site. Diff erent kind of information could be 
shown in the display, for example maps of the area, branches of sciences 
of Aalto University  and history of the campus. The interacive touchscreen 
would also be an excellent media to show examples of discoveries made 
in Aalto University, diff erent kind of exhibitions of students works or even 
short movies made by students of the university. The students could create, 
update and upkeep the contents of the display together with the Aalto Uni-
versity, for example. The element includes an electrical outlet, which makes 
it possible to organize, for example,  a pop up restaurant event in the area.  

Concrete slabs are unifying the area and showing the stopping zones of the  
place. They also act as intermediate media between lawn and asphalt.

Some new vegetation is planted to the area to add shelter and make place 
more pleasant and fi nished.
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VALOAALTO
Valoaalto (Light wave) is an interactive light installation that brings 
together two important Aalto University cornerstones – art and 
technology. It respects Alvar Aalto’s heritage by adding to Alvari 
square a delicate sculpture that gathers people together and lightens 
up the place with a construction that is both artistic and functional. 
From distant Valoaalto seems like a solid concrete structure, but when 
you move close to it, it sparks out a light which starts to follow your 
movements.

INSPIRATION 
Light and functionality were the main starting points of the idea. Since 
Alvari square is a very central place at the Aalto University campus we 
wanted to create there a spot where people can naturally meet, gather, 
perform and get to know each other, a spot where random meetings can 
happen. The idea behind the circular shape is to bring people together 
– although you sit separately from others you are still in the same boat 
with them. We also wanted to bring light to the darker evenings and 
long days and show that students of Aalto University are able to create 
something truly unique!

AALTO SPIRIT
As we started to talk about Valoaalto among our friends, we noticed 
that people are really interested in the idea and also willing to help 
with it. This far the project has received help from economics and 
engineering students and staff, which shows that Valoaalto project is 
a great way to generate co-operation and interaction between students 
from different fields of Aalto University.

LOCATION 
The location of the installation is at the corner of Alvari square leaving 
the important vista to the main building open. The Student Union office 
next to the installation ensures that Valoaalto will be in active use. 
It enables outdoor meetings and different kind of performances. An 
important factor in choosing the location was also analyzing the paths 
people use – for interactive light installation it is important to have 
people passing it.

Picture above: View 1 facing north.
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ELEVATION 1:100

Picture above: View 2 facing north during the dark evening.

DARK TIME OF THE DAY

Sculpture turns into an interactive light installation:
Light follows the movement and illuminates

Installation works as a sculpture and as a meeting point.

BRIGHT TIME OF THE DAY

There are few “hotspots” that are heated during the 
cooler evenings. 

COOLER TIME OF THE DAY

LIGHT FOR THE PEOPLE! 

Light follows movement. The outer facade of Valoaalto is lit with 
optical fibers that are brought to its surface. The lights are programmed 
to follow anyone who passes Valoaalto. Movement information is 
detected by small infrared sensors that are placed on the facade near 
the ground. The information goes to a computer that programs the 

SOME LIKE IT HOT! 

There are heated hotspots on the concrete top. By warming up the 
concrete the active usage period of Valoaalto will be extended. Hot 
spots are warmed by left-over energy from district heating. The idea 
has already been discussed with teachers in the department of Energy 
Technology as well as with Fortum, the district heating provider in the 
area. Fortum is interested in the project and would like to develope 
it further.

lights. The computer and the light sources are located in a separate 
technical cabinet outside the concrete structure. Optical fibers are 
maintanance free. The lights will also be turned on if someone sits 
on the structure and moves their legs. If several people move around 
the structure, the light follows all of them. 

BUDGET AND FUNDING 

The total cost of Valoaalto will be about 100 000 euros, where mold making costs 
and ground work costs are the biggest expenses. Most of the building materials 
and technical devices will be donated by Valoaalto partners. Additional funding 
will be gathered from Valoaalto sponsors who will get ad space on Valoaalto 
website and Valoaalto social networks.

CO-OPERATION AND PARTNERS 

The idea is to gather the best expertise from Aalto University and build the 
installation in co-operation with students and staff. Valoaalto has already got 
many supporters, and people are willing to get involved in the project by 
sharing information, gathering funding, and even helping with the construction 
work.

Here is a list of possible partners this far: 
• Mechatronics course in the Department of Engineering Design and 

Production: The programming of the motion detectors and the lights can 
be done as a student assignment on the course. The course starts in 
January. 

• Aalto University Digital Design Laboratory (ADD): production consulting
• Aalto Design Factory: prototype design 
• Entrepreneurship course in the School of Business: finance and funding 
• Department of Civil and Structural Engineering: structural calculations 
• Fortum: hotspots and district heating 
• Philips: expertise with lighting solutions and light sources
• Aalto University Student Union: Otaniemi campus development
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HOW TO BUILD IT? - The building phase

1. Ground work is done at the site. Electrical cables and district  
 heating pipes are prepared.
2. The structure is cast in-situ in four parts. Casting is done in  
 the following order:

a.  Casting of the base plate.
b.  Casting of the walls. Optical fibres are cast in the walls. 
c.  Reservations for the motion detectors are left in the walls.
d.  Casting of the top.

3. The surface of the concrete is sanded and abraded.
4. Finishes are applied on the concrete.
5. The electrical connections are made.
6. The switch is turned on!

WHAT’S IN THERE? - The concrete mixture

Valoaalto is cast with concrete mixture that contains

1. white cement
2. black pigment to give the concrete light gray colour
3. black aggregate, 0-8 mm
4. dark gray aggregate, 8-16 mm
5. additives

CASTING DIVISIONS

20

300

elastinen saumamassa
solumuovi saumanauha

EXPANSION JOINT 1:5

20

sealant
backer rod

300

THAT’S FUNCTIONAL! 

Valoaalto is a free-form circular structure that can be used as a bench 
or platform. The shape gathers people for meetings, performances, 
picnics, studying or breaks. A higher ridge goes around it and creates 
slopes with different angles. Every form has been thought carefully 
so that the structure can be used in many ways. There’s space for 
everyone!
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STRUCTURAL SECTIONS 1:20

MODEL AND INCLINATIONS
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REINFORCING AND BASE CABLES

FACADE CLOSE UP 1:10
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